
Small Firm Roundtable Questionnaire –  

Responses from Peter Exley, FAIA 

 

 

1.     Seventy-nine percent of member-owned firms are small firms (under 10 employees). 

Large firms tend to have integral leadership training. What new steps will you take to 

increase access to leadership development training for members working in small firms? 
  
Workforce Tools 

As the co-founder and principal of a small firm, I've historically turned to the 

preponderance of executive eduction programs tailored to architects.  Via consultants, 

higher education and AIA component programs, small and large firms have incredible 

access to leadership training.  In fact, I'd suggest that small firms are at an advantage 

over large firms who may have singular in-house expertise; small firms have the flexibility 

to  be selective and to shop around for the training that reflects and suits latest trends, 

client base and ambitions of their practice. 

 

I'll continue to support AIA's investment in cost-effective tools that help AIA architects 

differentiate ourselves through leadership. Key to this is the ongoing research into our 

future workforce, anticipating what our practices will look like in 5, 10 and 25 years.  It's 

critical that AIA leads this investigation and develops tools, programs and resources 

ensuring that AIA architects in small and large firms are essential to the well being and 

prosperity of our clients and our communities.  This research is already happening and I'll 

continue to champion and support the innovative work of the Strategic Council, YAF, NAC, 

AIA staff and others that is keeping us nimble and prepared. Every AIA member can 

already engage with their Strategic Council representative and I'll work to heighten the 

access to, visibility of, and member engagement in the critical work of the Council. 

 

  



2.     What would you say to a small firm practitioner who does not see the value of 

membership, would you do anything differently to increase or promote the value AIA 

provides? 

 
The AIA Return On Investment  

As an even younger architect with a fledgling practice, I leveraged AIA Chicago 

programming for the return on investment in my AIA membership.  Attending a session led 

by attorneys, for instance, gave me the opportunity to ask "I have a friend who's got this 

contract...." type questions and to receive direct responses and information from bona fide 

experts that I could implement in my practice.  The value of this information, and the 

relationships that came with it far exceeded the cost of AIA membership and gave a young 

architect resources, confidence and networks that enabled my livelihood as a start-up 

small firm.  Whatever our need as architects,  AIA components have resources and 

networks that provide an ROI far exceeding the cost of membership.  I'm still asking those 

questions, and still getting valuable feedback from those networks and relationships.  That 

value is available to every AIA architect who seeks it out and doesn't look at the cost of 

membership as a barrier, but as a wise investment of participation that pays guaranteed 

dividends. 
  

  



3.     What do you believe are the prime issues facing small firms? 

 
Being At The Table 

Remaining relevant, keeping up with technology, competition and adapting to the higher 

expectations of ever-smarter clients are issues for all architects.  Small firms especially 

can benefit by looking for opportunities to expand pre-design and post-occupancy 

services to expand the value we bring to our clients (and have perhaps historically 

provided under-cost).  We have to invest in keeping current with the latest tools (BIM 

software is a good example) and look to use them to expand our services so that our client 

relationships extend over lifetimes, versus the short contracts we currently enjoy. This 

requires us to be leaders, practice innovators, thought leaders and advocates within our 

communities, and alongside our building industry colleagues.  In that respect, the primary 

challenge for the small firm owner is being at the table. 
  

  



4.     How do you think the AIA public awareness campaign should acknowledge the work 

of small firms across a broad range of project types? 

 
Getting us all involved with #ilookup 

I'm involved with the public awareness campaign and it's my opinion that we are already 

spectacularly inclusive of every firm type and project range; the recent television and 

social media penetration of the Look Up campaign is a significant public demonstration of 

the work of the spectrum of AIA membership.  Based on our experience in 2015, the 

upcoming 2016 Look Up Film Challenge is an exciting and accessible opportunity for small 

firms to participate in the campaign. The AIA staff, leadership and members working on 

this communications and advocacy initiative are not complacent, continually working on 

developing tools that heighten access and impact for small firms.  Small firms can 

contribute to the success of the campaign by engaging in sharing the campaign via social 

media, and leveraging #ilookup in the context of their own work and promotion.  I'm 

personally committed to this ongoing evangelism of the great work every architect 

contributes to our communities. 
  


